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Abstract 
A neural network model of opponent cerebellar learning for ann movement control 
is proposed. The model illustrate:; how a central pattern generator in cortex and basal 
ganglia, a neuromuseular force eontroller in spinal core!, and an adaptive cerebellum eo-
operate to reduce motor variability during multi-joint arm movements using mono- and 
bi-articular mu:;dcs. Cerebellar learning modifies veloc:ity commands to produce pha:;ie 
antagonist bursts at interpositus nucleus cells whose fcedforward action ovcreonws inher-
ent limitations of spinal feedback control of traeking. Excitation of o: motoneuron pools 
combined with inhibition of their llen:;haw cells by the cerebellum facilitate movernent ini-
tiation and optimal exeeution. Transcerebcllar pathways are opened by learning through 
long-tenn depression (LTD) of parallel fiber-Purkinje cell synapse:; in response to conjunc-
tive otimulation of parallel fibers and climbing fiber discharges that signal mnsele stretch 
errors. The cerebclbr circuitry also learns to control opponent muscles pairs, allowing 
eo-contraction and reciprocal inhibition of musdcs. Learning is stable, exhibits loacl com-
pensation propertieo, a.ncl generalizes better across movement speeds if motoneuron pools 
obey the size prineiplc. The intcnnitteney of climbing fiber discharges maintains stable 
learning. Long-term potentiation (LTP) in response to uncorrclatcd parallel fiber signals 
enables previously weakened synapses to rceover. Loss of elimbing fibero, in the presence 
of LTP, ean erode normal opponent signal proeessing. Sinmlatccllc.sions of the cerebellar 
network rcprocluee symptomo of cerebellar disease, induding slnggioh nrovement onsets, 
poor execution of multi-joint plans, ancl abnormally prolonged endpoint oscillations. 
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1 Introduction 
Clinical and experimental data on both oculomotor and skeletomotor systems suggest that 
an intaet cerebellum is necessary for learning and performance of accurate, rapid move-
ments, copccially movcrncntc; involving nmltiplc degrees of freedom (DOFs). Systems with 
multiple, mechanically-linked DOFs are hard to control becauoe the inertial, gravitational, 
and interaction forcec;. which muot be compensated whenever they do not assiot desired 
motion or c;tasis, are configuration- and rate-dependent. In very slow movements, there 
can be sufficient time to use sensory feedback to adjuot motor commands before errors 
caused by uncompensated forces can grow very large. I3ut as movement speeds increase,. 
feedback begins to arrive too late to be useful for on-line control of the current movement. 
In ouch cases, accuracy ean not be guaranteed unless motor commands to entire groups of 
museles can be aecuratcly timecl and oc:aled prior to the arrival of feedback. 
Suc:h considerations, in combination with observations regarding the eerebellum's typ··· 
ical "side-loop" embedding (Ito, 1984 and Figure 1) within the sensory-motor system, 
support a view of the ecrebcllum as an adaptive controller capable of calibrating parallel 
feedforward motor commands that can substitute for slow feedback-based commands and 
thereby enable high speed and aecuracy without iterations (Grossberg and Kupcrstein, 
1986). H.clatcclly, the cerebellum has been viewed by some as an adaptive calibrator of 
internal forward models that allow computation of the expected eifcets of motor connnands 
(Kawato and Gomi, Hl91; Miall, i\!Ialkmus, and Hohcrtson, 1996). This a.pplic.a.tion of a 
cerebellar side-loop would allow subr;titution of fast, "internal feedback" for slow, sensor-
based feedback. These two views arc not incompatible (Stein and Glickc;tcin, 1992). In 
both perspectives, the cerebellum learns to subr;titutc a faster, anticipatory process for a 
slower, reactive one. Aloo compatible with both approaches io the hypothesis that external 
feedback, although rendered progressively less important for on-line tontrol as cerelwllar 
learning progresses, retains c\. critical teaching role; such feedback is ultimately the only 
rdiablc source of infonnation regarding the adequacy of the timing and snding of feeclfor-
ward movcnrcnt commands, or of internal model calibration. At the level of the cerebellar 
system, these approad1co thus postulate that feedlmck error signals in motor coordinates 
arc converted by the inferior olive into discrete tcachin!', signals, which guide incremen-
tal, trial-by-trial adjustments in the cerebellar adaptive weights that control antic.ipatory 
actions. 
Though supported by a wealth of data, the view of the cerebellum as an adaptive con-
troller capable of using feedback to learn how to oubstitutc a. faster for a slower "solution" 
in repeatable task contexts has not gone unehallcnf,ccl. I3rainstcm and spinal cord circuitry 
apparently provide some basio for task-specif-ic: recruitment and control of muscle synergies, 
and experimental studies of decerebrate/ decerebcllate animals have produced cviclenc:c sug-
gesting that wch circuitry has some of the sarne associative c:ompctcncc widely attributed 
to the cerebellum (Bloedel and Bracha, 1995). Though suggestive of partial redundancy, 
such studies have not shown that the brainstem/spinal circuitry affords a large, content-
addressable memory for learning and storage of the relatively arbitrary task context:-; and 
action groupings required for a large repertoire of learned skills. Nor has it been shown 
that such circuitry is c:apablc of learning to generate novel movements whose accurate 
pcrfonnancc rcc1uires that different synergists (DOFs) be activated a.t different time:-; after 
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Fip;ure 1: Cortico~spino~cercbellar rnoclel structure: Exeitatory pathways from a c:cntntl 
pattern generator (VITE) send velocity connnancls to motoneurons in the spinal core! as 
well as mossy fiber collaterals which nmy bifurcate: ancl send lmtndtcii to both the cere~ 
hcllar cortex anclnudci. The deep cerebellar nudcar cells ultimately project through the 
reel nucleus to motoncurons and spinal interneuron~; such as I\.enshaw cells. Spindle error 
signals resulting from a comparison of tlw clcsirccl with the actual trajectory project to 
nrotonenrons (not shown) and to the inferior olive, where they act as teaching signals via 
climbing fibers to the Pnrkinje cells. These teaching signals regulate long.· term depression 
(LTD) at synapses where active pa.ralld fibers eontad Purkinje cells. It is hypothesized 
that for pnrposes of stability and economy of effort the path for velocity commands through 
the cerebellum is normally dosed by Pnrkinjc inhibition of nudear cello, while the gain 
of excitatory signals through the motoneuron sta.ge (both fronr descending cornmands and 
from proprioceptive reflexes) is low due to Renshaw inhibition of alpha motoneurons. How~ 
ever, LTD opens the gate in the tranoc.erclwllar sidepath and allows transient c:ornmancls 
to oimultaneously excite motonenronr; ancl inhibit TI.cn~;haw cells. Keys: CPG, central 
pattern generator; NIP, nucleus intcrpositns cells; pf, parallel fibers; ef, climbing libers; 
"/~l\i[N, garnma motoncurons; ct~lviN, alpha motoneurons; arrow terminated pathways arc 
excitatory; filled~c:irc:le terminated paths arc inhibitory. 
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detcetion of a context stimulus. By contrast, several features of cerebellar architecture 
and dynamics qualify it as the best known eandidate for such a sensory-motor memory: 
the ccrcbellurn's side-loop embedding, the large-scale projection of state-specifying aticr-
cnts to the granule cell layer of the cerebellar cortex, the further fanout from granule cells 
of the parallel fibers (PFs), ancl the long-term plasticity of PF-Purkinjc synapses now 
clcmonstratecl both in vitro ancl in vivo (e.g., Crepe!, Hemart, Jaillard, and Daniel, Hl96). 
Moreover, recent modeling studies inclieate how the speeialized biochemistry of Purkinjc 
cello, in particular the slowly developing cakium response,; of the metabotropic glutamate 
receptor c:aseacle, ean allow the cere bell urn to learn timed sequences of motor control signals 
(Fiala and Bullock, 1996; Fiala, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1996; Kano, 1996). 
Analysing the distinct functions of elements of the eerebcllar systern requires system-
atic: modeling and sinrulation:;. By this we mean sinrulations in which the rnodel c:erebellar 
system includes all the rnajor c:ell types; the model ecrcbcllunr's afferent signal:; are gen-
~ ~ 
crated by simulated receptors and circuits that arc part of the simulation; and its efferent 
signals atfeet the sinnrlated rnotor plant via a simulated spinal cireuit. In such a model, 
all major elements of the cerebellar ~>ystcm can be cxarnined for their contribution, if any, 
to improved operation of a sensory-motor system whose dynamics are realistic: enough to 
appropriately dmllenge cerebellar provisions for learning, memory, and performance. This 
~ ~ 
report deocribes such a model, with a focus on how the ccrcbellar··olivary side-loop can ex-
crt learned control of opponently organi;ocd limb opinal circuits, and thereby improve the 
perfornrancc of rapid two-joint movements, whose (lesirecl form is ckterminecl by output 
from a cerrtra.l pattern generator. 
Because the ecrebdlar mocld interaets with a two-joint limb movccl by sets of opponent 
musdes, the simulations arc pertinent to i:;:;ues of opporwney both within the cerebellar 
system and in the descending pat.lrwayo from eerebdlum to the spinal eorcl. H.q~arcling 
the latter, there has been great interest in recent years in the role of the red nuclcuo (HN) 
of the retic:nlar fonnation and the as:;ociatecl cerebello--rubro-spinal pathway. In many 
vertebrates, this pathway is a key clement in the system for voluntary movement, and 
its analysis promises to illurnina.tc cerebellar function because the ma.gnoccllular division 
of the HN is dominatccl by input::; frorn the nucleus interpositus (NIP) of the cerebellum 
(e.g., Robinson, Honk and Gibson, 1987). l\lluch prior rnocleling work has focw.;ed on 
the role~ of the NIP jHN in eye blink conditioning (e.g., Bartha, Thompson, ancl Gluck, 
1.991.; Fiala, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1.996). The comprehensive skclctornotor simulation 
strategy followed here refine's ancl elaborates prior treatments of the limb-control role of 
the cerebello-rubro-spinal pathway. Om simulations show a strong advantage, within the 
opponent musc:lc system, of the reporte(l dual action alpha-motoneuron exeitation with 
Renshaw cell inhibition (Henatch, Meyer-Lehman, vVindhorst, and Schmidt, 1.986) of 
descencling :;ignals from the NIP /HN. 
Because the cerebellar eortcx rnodd included all major cell types, as well as the interac-
tions implied by their c·onncctivity ancl :;ign of action, the results illustrate how interactions 
in cerebellar cortex may assist rapid switching between the NIP zones that alternately ac-
tivate opponent muscles during rapid joint rotations. Such rapid switching appears to 
he necessary for appropriate shaping of the motor connnand pulses needed to achieve cle-
sirecl acceleration and deceleration of limbs. Taken together with prior rc:;ults regarding 
adaptive timing, these rcsnlt.s clarify how the cerebellum can contril.mtc to generation of 
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eritieally timed and shaped, rnulti-phasic, hurst pattern;;, which are exhibited by muscle-
s during rapid rnovcrncnt in normal animals, but which arc cliwrdered during ecrebcllm· 
deactivation (Hore, vVild, ancl Deiner, 1991 ). 
The third aspect of our results concerns learning. The model includes a local circuit for 
signal proces:;ing by the olivary nucleus. It:; inclusion allowed a demonstration that there is 
no incompatibility between data indicating that the olive is inherently o;;cillatory (Lliwis, 
1989) and the hypothesis that the olive's output via climbing fibers constitutes a discrete 
error-feedback driven teaehing signaL The results also show that the dimbing {iber signals 
proclueecl by the olivary model are suitable for regulating inercrnental weight acljustrnents 
in the cerebellar cortex. In the ease studied here, PF-Purkinje cell synapses exhibit both 
LTD and LTP, depending upon whether PF aetivations do or do not correlate with climb-
ing fiber activations of I'urkinje cells (Sakurai, 1987). We have elsewhere extended the 
present learning concept to model how the mctabotropic glutamate receptor fiystcm can 
enable LTD at the PF-Purkinje cell synapses to adaptively time depression of Purkinje cell 
firing. This event ermbles subcortical pathways to read ont appropriately timccl learned 
movement gains (Fiala, Grossberg, and Bullock, 1996). Because of the opponent form of 
the model, these learning results also reveal that muscle opponeney imposes no constraints 
on prewiring at the level of the eerebellar cortex other than the constraint that CFs carry-
ing signals of errors from opponent muscle channclo :;houlcl project to distinct parasaggita1 
rnicrozones (Ito, 1984). Some aspects of this work have been briefly reported in Bullock, 
Contrcras-Viclal, and Gro:;oberg, (1993a, 1993b) and in a cliosertation (Contrcras-Vicla1, 
1994). 
2 Methods 
Fignre 1 sdwmatizcs the componcntfi needed to model the cerebellar syBtcm as it i:; embed-
ded within the reaching eontrol :;ystcm that we :;tudiccL But it abo cxcmplifieo the typical 
embedding, in which there exist:; some primary generator of rnovcnwnt, such as a reflex 
circuit, a locornotor pattern generator, a ;;aeeacle p;c;nerator, etc., which scncb projections 
to motoncurons but also to the eerebdlunL The cerebellum in turn sencls a projection to 
the same motoncurons that arc addressed by the pattern generator. In addition, there is 
a feedback signal pathway to one of the olivary nuclei, typically an error feedback ;;ignal 
such as retinal slip, muscle c;trc~tc:h, unexpeetecl eontact, or a signal reporting colnpensato·-
ry action by an crror-fccclback-clriven motor co1mm1ncl generator. The cerebellum is thus 
part of a side-loop with respect to the direet projection from primary generator to mo-
toncurons, and the oick-loop circuit receives teaching signals generated by rcsiclua1 errors 
of nwvcment. 
The Fignre 1 system is c;hown in greater detail in Figure 2. As the kincnmtic central 
pattern generator (CPG), we chose the VITE model (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988), which 
embodies key properties of the voluntary, and largely cortical, ann trajectory generation 
network that outputs to lower brain centers through area 4 (Bullodc Cisek, and Grossberg, 
1997). The VITE CPG generates desired position and desired velocity commands. As the 
spinal recipient of commands frorn both the VITE CPG and the ccrcbcllmn, we chose 
tlw FLETE model (Bullock ancl Contreras-Vidal, 1993; Bullock ancl Gros:;hcrg, 1988, 
AJ)l'iJ 8, 1DD7 5 
VITE 
p 
FLETE 
t--
Excitatory 
-Inhibitory 
Figure 2: Neural network representation of the ncnromu:senlar control systern including 
feedforward cerebellar controL Upper-left part: The VITE mo<lcl for variable-speed tnr· 
jeetory g;encration. Lower part: The FLETE model of the opponcntly organized spino-
mw;cular system. Dotted lines show feedback pathways from sensors embedded in muscles. 
The two lateral feedback pathway~; arise in :;pimllc organs sensitive to muscle :;tretc:h and ito 
f1rr;t clcriva.l:ive. The two medial fccclbac:k pathways arioc in Golgi tendon organs sensitive 
to rnusde force. Signals A 1 and A.2 specify the desired position vector, and the signals V1 G 
and V2G specify the desired velocity vector; signals T1 and T2 :;pceify the target position 
vector; signal P scales the level of eoaetivation, and signal GO scales speed of movenrent. 
Upper-right part: Fecdforward cerebellar model compute:; trmr:;ient invcrsc-clymnnie sig-
nals that exc:itc rnot.oneurons and modulate the gain in spinal eirc:uits. I<:cy: B, basket 
c:ell; p, Purkinje cells; n, nudeus interpositus eclls; 0, inferior olive; CF, dirnbing f1ber:;: "• 
long-term memory weights. Paths tennina.ted by f1llecl dots arc inhibitory; all other:; arc 
cxc.itatory. 
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1991, 1992), an opponent muscle eontrol model of how spinal eireuits afFord independent 
voluntary eontrol of joint stiffness and joint pooition. This model incorporates seeond order 
clynamies, which play a large role in realistic limb movements. 
The model's name is an acronym for Faet.orization of LEnth and TEnsion, which sum-
marizes the most important design principle uoecl to explain why the spinal circuitry e-
volved to its modern fonn. For all aspects of motor eontrol, it is critical that the higher 
nervous system be able to exercise independent eontrol over muscle length and the force 
or tension developed at that muscle length. The following system of equations describes 
a subset of the spinal circuitry that can provide this independent control property in a 
robust way. 
The scenario for the simulation studies can he clesc:rihccl with reference to Figure 1. 
Entering on the left is a velocity command (output by the VITE CPG, detail in Figure 2), 
which is projected to both cerebellar cortex and to a deep cerebellar nuclear site, here 
interpreted as a zone within the nuc:lcus intcrpositu:; or NIP (iVIartin and Ghez, 1991; Gib-
son, Honk, and Kohlerman, 1985). The NIP projects to and dominates the Red nuc:lcns 
(RN), which in turn excites alpha motoncurons and inhibits assoeiated Renshaw eclls (Hen-
a.tch ei al., 1986). However, excitation of motoneurons by this pathway is prevented by 
Purkinje inhibition of NIP unlc:;0 PF-signaled context:; from the CPG and spino-muscular 
system have reliably led to teaehing signals frorn the olive that have indueccl PF-Purkinje 
LTD and thereby transiently reduce Purkinje inhibition of the NIP, as has been dcrnon-
:,;tratcd for the analogous ease of eye-·blink eonditioning (reviewed in Bullock, Fiala .. and 
Grossberg, 1994 ). The right :;ide of the diagram shows that one proposed teaching :,;ig.-
nal derives from feedback front nmsde spindle organs. Experiments on the stretch reflex 
(e.g., Iviatthcws, 1981) have demonstra.ted that tnnsde spindles normally signal the dis-
crepancy (or en or) between an intrafnsaltnusc:lc length setting ancl the actual cxtrafnsal 
length. Such diserepaneies would also <\.rise naturally during voluntary movement, under 
eondit.ions of a1pha-g<rmma coaetivation by a clec;cending desired kinematics signal, if the 
rate of limb movcmc'nt/joint rotation either undershoots or overshoot:,; the desired rate. In 
smnmary, to model c.erclwllar contribution;; to rapid arm movements, we treat the deep 
nuclear stage as a normally dosed gate whieh, after lca.rning in particular contexts, will be 
tran:,;iently opened by timed Purkinje cell pausing whenever those contexts recur. 
"lc 110w present. a mathematical specification of the model used to simulate this :,;cc-
nario. The equations used to specify the model ma.therna.tically can be divided into three 
sd,s: the CPG (VITE) cqua.tiom;, the spino-mmenlar c.irc:nit (two-joint. FLETE rnodd) 
equations, and the cerebellar system equations. Beeau:;c the first two sets of equations 
arc not a focus of this report, they arc introduced with just enough detail to achieve a 
sclf-.contained exposition. They define the system that: is to be assisted by the model 
cerebellum, which is of prirnary conc:crn. On the other hand, Tables 1 and 2 :;ummarizc 
rwnrohiologic:al evidence~ for each one of the proccssi11g stages of the VITE and FLETE 
models. 
Central pattern generator: VITE model 
The VITE circuit. (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988) is a multi-channel central pattern gcm-
(Tator capable of generating; desired arm movement trajectories by smoothly interpolating 
betwee11 i11itial and final length connnands for the synergetic muscles that eontribntc to 
a prescribed multijoint movement.. The rate of the interpolation, and thus the veloeity of 
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movement, is controlled by the product of two signals: a difference vector (DI-'), which 
continuouslv measures the residual vector of muselc lenoth chang.l'S needed to reach the ,, ' b 
final po;;ition, and a volitional gating signal, called the GO signal. As shown in the upper 
part of Figure 2, the DV with components 111 and 112 is computed in the CPG by subtract-
ing an outflow present position vcetor (PPV) command with components A1 and ib from 
a target position vector (TPV) cornrnancl with cornponents T1 and T2. These relationships 
lead to the following system. 
Model 
element 
Cell type by 
physiology 
References 
Desired velocity area 4 pha.sic Fromm, Wise, & Evarts, 198•1; Georgopoulos, 
V{~ctor nlOV<:~mcnt-time Kalaska, Caminiti, & Ivlassey, :1082 · 
!--'-'( l:c.l-'V--'\'-"1 ),_~~~---'(-"~"'·1'"'-r-'-) ~~~~--"!\~' <c::l.l"'a"'slc:'a::L,. 5,:())~ c n , H y d c, & P r u d 'hom nw, l9 8 9 
Present position 
vector 
_U'PV 
Difference 
vect.or 
(DV) 
area 4 tonic 
posterior area 
5 phasic 
Fromm, \iVise, & Evarts, 108;1; 
Kalaska, Cohen, Hyde,&. Prucl'hommc, 1989; 
Kettner, Schwart?-, & Georgopoulos, 1988 
Burbaud, Doegle, Gross,& Bioulac, 1991; 
Chapman, Spidalicri, & Lamarrt', 1984; 
Cra.mmond & Ka.laska, 1989; 
I<a.laska, Cohen, Prud'hommc, & llyde, 1990; 
Lacquaniti, Guigon, BiaJlthi: J·'t~rraina: & 
Caminiti, .1DD5 
'.L-1.rget position an~a 5 or LacquaniU, Guigon, Bia.nchi, Ferraina, i(: 
vector (Tl'V) area 7b Caminiti, 1995; Anderson, 1987; Robiltson & 
--·-- .-~~~~~~~~-----JJltl'j/ln, 1980; Dum & Strick, 199Q ______ _ 
C:O sigmd globus pallidus Horak & Anderson, 198-ia; Horak & 
.. ____ __/lnderson,__19fl-'11Ji K;tt()_/::,Kimrtra., I 9_2L __ 
Table 1: Proposed corre:;ponclcnce between VITE moclcl clements and brain clerncnt:; 
GO signal dynamics are cldinccl by tlrc sigmoidal functions 
G'( ·) (' (t - 7.;)2 [. . J T i = ''(} C ( ''. ) 2 U i -- T; : 
.u + t ··-· .Lj (1) 
where parameter G0 scales the GO c;ignal, 'T; is the onset tirnc of the iu' volitional eommancl, 
and u[l] is a step function that jumps frorn 0 to 1 to initiate movement. Difference vector 
dynarnies arc defined by 
!!_Vi '~ :30( -Tf; + T; - A;), dt (2) 
where T; is the targcli position conunancl for musdc channel i, i=l, 2, ancl A; is the 
present position command. The difference vector activities (1!;, 11;) arc half-wave rectified 
to generate output signals [V;]+ and [1/; ]+ to the next processing :;ta.gc, where Figure 2 :;how:; 
that they arc multiplied, or gated, by the GO signal to form the vector ( G[V;]+, G[Vi]+). 
This vector is called the desired velocity vector (DVV) because opponent subtraction of 
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its output signals determine the rate of ehange of the PPV at the next processing :-;tage: 
Connection Type Citations 
__:::_=::.o=:::__, _______ , _____ ---1 
o-MN, .±, R, Renshaw (1941; 1946) 
Eccles, Fatt & Koketsu ( 1954) f------------=::.::__:.c.L .. '-"'c::___:c:__=.=:::.::.:;:--=--c"'-'-~'-----·-·-·---
R, _, o:-MN, R.enshaw ( 1941) 
Eccles, Fatt & Kokctsu (1954) ····-··-·-···------=::c:::..::::.L.::.C~.:c:::...::==~~:.L_-----1 
R1 _,JaiN, Hultborn, .Jankowska & 
Lindstriim (1971) t--·------------"===~=..::..:..:::..L ________ ,,,_,, __ ----1 
Ellaway (1968) R, _, 1•-MN, 
Ellaway & 1\ilurphy (1'-9,'-'8-"-0.L) _________ _ 
Ryall( 1970) 
R ..yall & Piercey (1971) f--------------"·'"'--=-=--=-.:.::::..::.::.,;_.=::~.J__----·---------1 
JaiN, _, o-!HNi Eccles & Lundberg (1958) 
t---.,.---·-----'-A"r"'· a:::.kc:.;i ,c.:E::::c:c:;cc::·.le:::-.·Sc_' :::-&c._I:.otcco--'(""1·"'9"'6"'0 )L__ ________ _ 
JaiN, _, JaiN, Eccles & Lundberg (1958) 
Hultborn, .Tankowska & Lindstrom (1971) 
Hult.born, Illcrt & Santini (1976) 
~-·---o:---=--~----"'Bca,lcliserra ei al. ( 1Dc:.-8c..:7:.L)---cc_:--____ ----j 
Ia1 fi.IJcr .±, Iai N1 Hultbom, Jankowska & Lindstriim (Hl71) 
Ia, fiber 2, cv-MN, 
IbJN, --> n:-MN1 
Balcli:-;erra ci al. ('-"l'-".9"'8'-'7.L) ____ ·-------1 
Lloyd ( 1943) ==~-'C:C:...::.:CL.... ______ , ___ ,,_ ......... - .. -.----
Laporte & Lloyd (1952) 
Eccles, Eccles & Lundberg (Hl57) 
Kirsch &_l},ynwr ( 1987 L __ · ----·---- ------·--
~--~·---·---------
I biN, .. 2:, ct J\1 N, Laporte & Lloyd (1952) 
·······-- ---··--·--·--'E=< :c.e.c"'·.l.c.cc..s ,c..E="'.c.e<"':.l"'e=-s .SC I.un cl berg ( 19 57) ______ _ 
IbTN1 .. .., IIJINi Laporte & Lloyd (1952) 
Eccles, Eceles & Lundberg (Hl57) 
-------~B;=r.o:ir"'Jl.,.,,,c,c·:.::.J a.r1]mwska, Mc:C~ca ~Skoog ( 1983)_ 
non .. -S[-J<"':c~:if"ic-,-·- Hnmphwy & Reed (1983) 
P .±, spinal motor pools ___ DeLnc:a (1985) 
Table 2: Evidence for connectivity and physiology incorporated in FLETE 
(3) 
where {i,j} = {1,2} designate opponent musele commands. By equation (3), the PPV 
integrates the produet of opponent GO times DV signals. These equations treat a ensc 
where there arc arc no cerebellar inputs to the CPG, but this need not alwn,ys be the ease. 
Prior studies (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988, 1991) have dcmon:stratccl that the VITE 
equations can be used to explain a large nurnbcr of robust kinematic features of voluntary 
point-to-point movements inducling smooth, bell-shaped vc:loeity profiles, voluntary speed 
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control that leaves direction and amplitude nearly invariant, peak vdoc.ity and accelera-
tion as a funetion of movement duration, and a Fitts-typc spcecl-aec.uracy trade off The 
model's prediction of duration-dependent velocity profiles has been experimentally verified 
(Nagasaki, 1989). I\.ecently, the cell types and c:onncctivity of a :oelf-consistcntly extended 
version of the VITE model have been used to simulate neuro-physiological data on :;ix 
identified cell populations in motor and parietal cortex during a variety of rnovement tasks 
(Bullock, Cir;ck, and Grossberg, 1997; Ci:oek, Grossberg, and Bullock 1996). This model 
extension uses proprioceptive feedback to adjust perceived position estimates when obsta-
des arc encountered, and to compensate for static forces. The processing stages used in 
the prc:;cnt simulations arc shown in Table 1. Al:oo, it has been shown rcc:ently how basal 
ganglia :;tructures can generate a time-varying gating signal that has the propertie:; of the 
GO :oignal in the VITE model (Contreras-Vidal and Stelmach, 1995 ). 
Opponent spino-mnscular circuit: FLETE model with cerebellar inputs 
This part of the model, shown in the lower part of Figure 2, ineorporatcs an opponent 
for~c generating circuit that (a) attempt:; to implement the CPG movcrnent conrmands, 
(b) mea:;ures movement errors and returns error signals on a muselc-by-muoc:lc basi:; when 
execution is imperfect, and (c) i:; modulated by des~cnding cerebellar outputs. A:; :;hown in 
Table 2, the FLgTE model equations arc based on the known neuroanatomy and physiology 
of the opino-nm:;cular circuito, which inc:luclc neural, mu:;cular, and sensory part:;, 
The model's name is an acronym for Factori2ation of LEnth and TEn;oion, which :;mn, 
mari?.es the mo:;t important design principle u:;ecl to explain why the spinal circuitry e-
volved to its mockrn form. For all aspects of motor control, it is critical that the higher 
nervous sy:;tem be able to exercise independent control over muscle length and the force 
or ten:;ion developed at that muscle length, The following system of equations rnoclcls 
a :mbset of the spinal circuitry that can provide this independent control property in a 
robust way, 
Tlw quadratic force, length relationship of mnsc:le is approximated in the moclel by 
(4) 
where indices i = { 1, 2} dc:;ignatc antagonist muscle pairs, F, i:; muscle force, L; i:; muscle 
length, I'; = 20.9 i:; rc:;ting muscle length, and C:; is muc>cle contractile state, thus au 
aetivation level, not a. length variable, The sealing panunetcr k was {ixcd at a value of 1 
in the: current sirnulat.ion:;, The contractile state: clvnamies arc clcfinecl hv 
' ' - - -· - ' - - - •J - -' - •J 
d 
-C =;'I [(D -- C_)M - C']- [F- 1'1·]+ dt ·1 - 1 l 'l ~ · 1 I 1 ' ) (5) 
where the force threshold rF =1, J\1; is u-i\!IN pool activity in musde control channel i, /3; is 
contractile rate, and D; measures the number of contractile fiber:;, The origirHo··in:;crtion 
musdc lengths for opponent rnono-articular rnusdc:s depend on joint angle (0 as follows: 
(6) 
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and 
(7) 
Equations (G) and (7) indicate that a change of joint angle a1ways implies a length incre-
ment in one muscle and a length decrcrncnt in its opponent. Limb clynarnics for a single 
joint are spec:ificcl by 
(8) 
where F, represents an external force, F; is the force associated with muscle i, ;/;f) is angular 
velocity in ra(lians, !, is the moment of inertia (set to 1 unless specified otherwise), and n 
is the joint viscosity coefficient (which is used here at a value that allows it to stand in lieu 
of nmsele-rdatecl damping; e.g., that due to the force-velocity charaetcristic: of musc:le). 
The model shows qualitatively similar behavior over a range of visco:;ities n spanning at 
least .1 <:: n <:: .3. 
!3oth contraction rate and the number of contractile fibers are known to inerease with 
exc:itatory input to the alpha mononenron population, among other fac:tors. This is the size 
]J'l'inci)!lc of motor unit organioation (Hcnnemann, 1957, 1985). Ac:corclingly, contraction 
rate in (5) depends on the level of excitatory input to the alpha mot.oncnron accordinp; to 
(J; = .05 + .01(A.; + n; + P + E, ), (9) 
where A, is the clesccncling present po:;it.ion command, Pis a coactivation signal (set equa1 
to 0.3 unless specified ot.lwrwisc), E; is stretch feedback from spindles, and n, is the activity 
of the NIP /HN zone associated with nmselc i. Likewise, the nmnbcr of contractile fibers 
recruited into force production also clq)('nds upon the net excitatory drive to the alpha 
rnotonenron: 
B; =' .3 + 3(!1; +II;+ p + E;). (10) 
Figure 2 shows that axons cmerginp; fonn rnotoncuron pools 1\1; send exei tatory collatcrals 
to Il.cnshmv cells. The Il.enshaw population activity is mocldccl by the membrane equation 
d ( ) . ( . 
-R; = 5B,- R; z;M; ·-- R; .8 + R 7· + 25n;). & . ·' (11) 
where the Renshaw cell rccrnitmcnt rate,,, depended on the level Ai; of alpha motoneuron 
(iv!N) activation: 
Z; = .05(1 + M; ). (12) 
The Renshaw population output signal is 
nt = Mw:[O, R;], (13) 
which equals II; since II;;:> 0 by (11). The alpha MN population activity is also governed 
by a membrane CC[1mtion, as arc all subsequent mocld neural populations. Here 
d 
--M; = (AB;- M;)(A.; +II;+ p + E; + zn- (M; + 1.6)(0.2 + n, +X;+ rn, (14) dt 
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where X; is the !biN force feedback (sec equation (18)) and Zf is a signal dependent. on 
the rate of change of !biN force feedback in t.he opponent muscle channel (sec equation 
(20)). The alpha MN population output signal is 
Mt = 1\fax[O, !\1;]. (15) 
Equations (14) and (11) say that. desc:encling signals n; from the NIP /TIN have an exc:itatory 
dfec:t on alpha MNs and an inhibitory effect on TI.cmshaw cells, as reported by Henat;oc:h ei 
nl., (1986). The laiN population activity is defined by 
~~~I;= (10- I:)(A; + P + E;)- (I;+ 1)(1 + R; + Itl 
and ito output signal is 
It = 1\1 a:r[ 0, I;] 
(16) 
(17) 
These equations inclieate that moclel IaiNs are rcciproc:ally inhibitmy (Hultborn, .Jankows .. 
ka and LinclstriJm, 1971) and arc not directly affeeted by descending :;ignals from the 
NIP /RN. They are, however, indirectly affected by NIP /TIN inhibition of TI.cnshaw cells. 
The net effect is disinhibition of the laiN associated with an NIP /RN-aetivatcd muscle 
channeL This effect allows signals from NIP to reinforce reciprocal inhibition. 
The IbiN population activity is excited by pathways originating in forc:c-senoitivc Golgi 
tendon organs: 
(18) 
Two other Golgi tendon organ feccllJack-rclatcd activities arc a force-derivative related 
activity: 
dii == .2(5- Yi)F; · lj(1 +X;) dt. 
and an interneuron population activity: 
d . . 
-1.z: = .2(5- Z;)Yi- Z; d 
This population's output signal is 
Z + - i\;[ ''[0 z - ')] I - - (/.), ; 1 '-'. • 
( Hl) 
(20) 
(21) 
Equations (Hl) (21) and (14) say that the spinal network computes the derivative of forc:c 
in one channel, delays it, thresholds it, and then uses the resultant signal to excite alpha 
lVIN's in the opponent channeL Sudr an operation helps brake rapid rnovcrnents and allows 
the network to exhibit an inverse rnyotatic: reflex (Bulloek, Contreras-Vidal, ancl Gro:osbcrg, 
1993e). 
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The static gamma MN activity is 
cl 
-
1 
S; = 5(2- S';)(A; + P)- (5'; + 1.2)(.2 + .3h(R.,)), ( t
where h( w) = 0 .l"+' , and it;; output signal is: .. _ w 
St = M m:[O, 8;]. 
12 
(22) 
(23) 
The intrafusalmusde contraction associated with static gamma IVIN activation obeys: 
(24) 
The dynamic gamma j\JIN activity sati:;fics: 
!!_D, = (8- D;)(lOOG[V;]+ + P)- (D; + 1.2)(1 + lOOG[V;]+ + .5h(R;)) (25) & ' 
am! ito output signal is 
D( = !l.fa1:[0,D;]. 
The intrafusalm11selc contraction associated with dynamic gamma MN activation is: 
!!_N, = .1(2- N;)D( -· lOJV; 
dt 
The spindle receptor ac:tivation was modeled with 
d w, = (2- w,)([U, + L, .. r ] 1 + G ([iV + !}_L ]+) 1 -- 1ow,, dt. I - -v ~ I di: l 
(2G) 
(27) 
(28) 
where G, = 2, and the resting length f; 20.9 for the;;c sim11lations. The strctc:h 
fccdbac:k signal was a linear f11nc:tion of spindle: receptor activation 
E; = G, vV;, (20) 
where fecclbac:k gain G., was :;et equal to 1. 
The 2D planar ann simulations used joint rceeptor feedback from the shoulder joint. 
For reasons described later, it was aosumed that joint receptors ac:tivated by shoulder 
flexion would project only to alpha rnotoncmron poolr; that control elbow flexion, and that 
only those joint receptors activated by :;houlcler extension would project to et-iVINs that 
control elbow extension. 
The :;hapc of joint rcc:eptoro' response functiono seems to vary frorn joint .. to-joint ( oCC 
Burgess et al., 1982). For example. elbow and wrist joint receptors discharge prinmrily 
ncar to the end of the joint range (!\!Iillar, Hl75; Tracey, 1979); but tho:;e in the hip oignal 
over a large fraction of the working range of this joint (Carli ei rd., 1979). In addition, 
there arc articular receptors that do not clistinguioh between joint flexion or extension, 
whereas others show responses over roughly half of the joint's range. 
Consistent with experimental data (l'dillar, 1975; Tracey, 1979) on half-range reccp-
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tors that fire more strongly as extremes arc approached, we modeled the joint rceeptor's 
dependence on joint angle in (8) with 
(30) 
for shoulder flexion relative to the '':-ocro" angle in the middle of the joint's range and 
J, = .75IC-)Iu if e < o md (31) 
for joint receptors activated by shoulder extension relative to the midpoint. 
This two-component neural feedback signal spceifics joint angle under both static and 
dynamic (motion) conditions regardless of direction or speed of angular changes. The 
signal is bounded because of biomechanieallimits on the range of joint angle 0). For the 
2D :;imula.tions, the shoulder joint receptor feedback from the agonist and the antagonist 
eha.nnels was used as adclitiona1 excitatory inputs to the agonist and antagonist (r-MN 
equations for the elbow. Thus signal .J1 excited the elbow flexor and signal J,. excitecl 
the elbow extensor channel. This was accomplished by simply adding these inputs to the 
excitatory parts of equations otherwise identical to equation (14). 
The FLETE rnodcl ec1uations have been used in prior reports (Bullock ancl Contrcras-
Viclal, 1993; Bulloek ancl Grossberg, 1989, 1991, 1992) to explain a number of properties of 
rwnromuscular eontrol, including yiclding-eompensat.ing properties of the size principle of 
motoneuron rceruitmcnt, the ability to voluntarily vary joint stiffness without inaclvcrtently 
changing po:;tnre, ancl cmcrgcnec of rnultipha:;ie burst patterns in the EJVIGs as:;ociatccl 
with rapid, sclf-tcrminatccl joint rotation:;. 
Adaptive side-loop processing: The cerebello-olivary model 
The ecrebello--olivary mocld network is sehcmatized in the upper right part of Figure 2 
ancl in Figure 4. Table 2 contain:; enrrcnt mratornieal and neurophysiological clata on the 
ccrcbcllurn that :;upport:; the cerebcllo-olivary network. I'urkinjc cell activation obeys: 
<!_p, = 2[-2p; + (1- p;)(25 L.!JkZki + t, + f(p;) + .3)- (.8 + p;)(.lpj + b,)], (32) 
dt k 
where Zki is an adaptive weight that multiplies the :;arnpling signalm. carried by the parallel 
fiber:; from the k'" granule cell to the i'" I'urkinje cell, I:; is a elimbing fiber t.eaehing signal 
gcncratecl by the i'" olivary zcme, flw] = v/1/(.25 + w3 ) i:; a self-excitatory sigrnoicl :;ignal 
function, and b; is stellate/basket eel! inhibitory input. Inhibitory :;tellate/haskct-typc 
interncurons were moclclccl with 
_rlb, = -b, + 3(2- b,)('I:,[g, - OAJ+), 
dt k 
(33) 
where g, is the activity of tlw k:'" granule cell whic:h implies that these cells share parallel 
fiber receptive fields with the I'urkinjc cells that they inhibit. 
Elements of the NIP /RN stage were rnocldccl with 
i-l pril 8, 1 IJIJ 7 
Connection Type 
. + + ) mossy iilwr -c. q;, -c. n; Shinoda el a/. (1902 -~L_~~-------~ 
__ t; _:1 n; Courville c/. at. ( 1977) 
mossy fiber + I; Eccles, Ito, & Szent<\gothai (1967) 
.. .JJi .. ic, {; 
f-/'::'.;_-_•_cqLl;; _______________ .:.:H:c:e..:.v:.:ciccc\\c.c'l'd in Llim1::_s_),(_:.19"'8"''1".!) ________ 1 
-
Pi·-:. n.; Ito & Yoshida (!066) 
______________ _.:.ltgd a/'-. ,_("'11:.:)7-"0.L) _______ -------1 
Fractured somat.otopy Eccles cl a/., (1971 a, I 971 b) 
Reviewed in Bloedel_ and Conrville (I 981) 
I; c>lectrot.onic coupling Llim\s eta!. (1971) 
1---·------------ --------· Ma.no ei al::..{.:c1::.:98~'9'L) ____ _ 
+ 1; -c. Pi _____ _:_rc:<'.':.o'ic::.C'Io:.v<"''d in Bloedel & Cou rviile ( 1981) 
Eccles ( 1977) 
J;J'J) and J;J'p at q; .±. p, synapses Hirano (1990,19<Jl), Saknra.i (19~7) 
n; .::, Renshaw cells 
_Crepe I cf a!. ( 1996) 
llc'natich cJ,al. (1986); Robinson cl aLJ1()8l) 
·-- -----.J.l enatc]r c I ai,_iJ.:98.:-G.L) -------------·· 
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Table 3: Evidence for conm'ctivity and plty:;iology incorporated in the ccrcbcllo-olivary 
model 
c:J.n, =c 2[(-2n; + (1- n.;)(0.2 + 2500G[11;] 1')- (0.8 + n;)p;]. dt . (34) 
Thus the simulated rnodcl made no clistinc.tion between NIP and RN procc:;sing, nne! 
ns:;mncs that eac.h NIP /RN wnc receives only one desired vcloc.ity signal. An earlier 
report (Bullock, Fiala, Grossberg, 1994) showed that such specificity could be learned in 
NIP because dimbing fibers (and the teaching signals that they carry) project both to a 
limited cortical rnicrowne and to the deep nndear cells that receive inhibition from that 
region of eercbcllar cortex. Snd1 learning was not modeled in this study, although its 
outcome was assurnecl. 
The grannie cells were modeled with 
;~iq' = 2[-2g.; + (1 -- q;)(.2 + 25,000G[11;]+)- (.8 + g;)l;], (35) 
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where G[V,]+ is a desired veloeity input as:-mmed to be projected to the granule layer by 
the rnossy fiber pathway, and I; is Golgi cell input. This equation indicates that granule 
eellc; were excited by desired velocity signalo ancl inhibited by Golgi cells. The Golgi cells 
were modeled as excited by both desired velocity inputs ancl granule cell outputs: 
Ill l; = ~l; + (2 ~ 1;)(25, OOOG[v,]+ [!]IJ"). 
I f 
(36) 
This type of granule-Golgi interaction filters the input to produce transient outputs from 
granule cells with increasing ancl greater-than-average excitatory input levels. In these 
simulations. Golgi modulation served to shorten the duration for which the desired velocity 
input pmducccl granule output and to differentiate the velocity signal to obtain a phase 
lead. 
The adaptive weights Zki from parallel fibers onto Pmkinje cells were adjusted up (LTP) 
and down (LTD) within a. range from 0 to 1 according to the learning law: 
d [ l 100-J 2ki = 9k 30(1 ~ Zki) ~ 100t;p;Zki , 
I f 
(37) 
where 9k is the parallel fiber signal from the k:'" granule cell to the i'" Purkinje cell. 
Term i; is the elimbing fiber teaching signal. This equation embodies the hypothesis 
that. LTP occurs whenever parallel fiber synapses arc active without eoineident dirnbing 
fiber activity, whereas LTD recp1ires that both parallc:l fiber and c:limbing fiber signals 
be non-zero (Fiala ct nl., 1996; Ito, 1991; Ito and Karaehot, 1992). In addition, if an 
antagonist Pnrkinje cell activity J!.i inhibits p;, as in (32), then learning may not ocenr in 
(37) even if t; and 9k arc positive. The learning law (37) hereby realizes a type of opponent 
learning via the voltagc-clcpenclcnt. p;. If it is empirically the case that the dim bing fiber 
bnrst invariably clepola.rizcs the Purkinjc cell, then a learning law without p; would he 
functionally equivalent. 
The elirnhing fiber teaching sip;nal I:; was set equal to the outpnt. of the inferior olive 
network. Each rrmsdc·-rclatccl channel i of this network, indicatc:cl by a site 0; in Figuw 2, 
wa:; composed of two rnoclel nenrons: an excitatory projection neuron with activity t; 
and an inhibitory interneuron with activity 'It; (Ellias and Gros:;herg, 1975). The olivary 
projc~ct.ion nenron is inhibited by the interneuron and excited by spindle error feedback 
signals frorn the associated mnsde. The olivary interneuron is excited by, and slowly tracks 
the activation level of, the projection nenron. This system generates a phasic cxc:itatory 
hurst whenever the excitatory input from the spindle exhibits a. significant increase in 
amplitude. However if the input then remains the same, or clecreascs, the phasic: burc;t 
will not be rcpcntccl, bceansc of the inhibitory fccclhaek to the projection nenron via the 
interneuron. Thus: 
and 
~t; = ~2i; + (1 -- t,)(33.3[t; ~A]++ E;) ~ 33.3t;[u; -- .4]1· dt (38) 
d . ( ) -1 .u;=.1(~u;+f;), 39 ct 
where the spindle activation E, is defined by (29). l3y transfonning a step increase into 
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A ~ PDEL' , PEC 
I TRI rtf! I ~ BIC 
B Shoulder 1 joinl "'- 1-----'c::._ __ -1 
f/,.~r ................  + clavicle/ 
scapula L 
• Point of origin 
0 Insertion point 
c b lc 
•. + 
....... ~ clavicle/ scapula 
'L I ~ ¢ .. -D . 
/ + radius/ 
Elbow ulna 
joint 
Figure 3: (A) Geometry of origin and insertion points for mono- and bi-articular nmsclcs. 
lVIonoarticular muscles (PDEL and PEC) cross one joint, biarticular muscles (l3IC, TIU) 
cross two joints. (B) Schematic: of PEC rrmsdc geometry (and that of its antagonist 
PDEL). (C) Sc:lwmatic: of l3IC mn;,;dc geometry (ancl that of its antagonistic TRI). Keys: 
0), shoulder joint angle; CD, elbow joint angle. a, inscrl:ion point for ;;houlder mono-articular 
mnsde; a,, insertion point for elbow bi-articnlar 2 mu:-;clc: 1,, di:-;tance from clavic:lcj;;ca.pula 
to ohonlder joint; 1_, length of lmmcrus; b, muscle origin distance from shoulder joint; D, 
normal to the line of pull of nmsdc. 
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a pulse, this circuit improves stability by preventing the path through the olive to the 
NIP frorn operating as a continuous negative fec~clback pathway. It abo delimit:; the time 
during which the teaching signal acts in ecrebcllar cortex, which is needed for precise 
adaptive timing. However, use of recurrent feedback from the slow inhibitory interneuron 
aloo makes the olive inherently oscillatory. In the present context, this experimentally 
observed property (Llim\s, 1989) is treated as a sick effect rather than as a key functional 
property. 
Dynamics formulation of two DOF planar arm 
Some simulations of the rnocld incorporate ecpmtions (Asada and Slotine, 1986) for a 
two degree-of-freedom planar arm (Figure :3) that were based on pararneters of the human 
arm. Here we replace (8) as follows. Assmning moment arms constant ancl equal to 1, 
the net torque produced by the muscles (pectoralis and posterior deltoid) acting at the 
shoulder become~; 
(40) 
The net torque produced by nmr;eles (biceps and t.ricepo) acting a.t the elbow becomes: 
\:vhere 
HJJ 
Hn 
H12 
h -
2 ' 2 2 • 111.1 id + I1 + rn.2[/1 + /'"2 + :2ld,2cos( <T> )] + h 
2 
"lll2i,2 ·+· h 
. . 2 
n1.2l 1 ic-2co.o( <T>) + m2l'"2 + h 
m2i1l,28in(if') 
T/I.Ji, 1g cos(<:-))+ n1 2 .1J {l, 2co.o(G + <'Ji) + 11cos(O)] 
rnd,2r; co8(<:-) + <T'), 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
( 47) 
whccre (-) represents the shoulder joint anp;lc in a planar horizontal arm, if> represents the 
dhow joint angle, g represents the acceleration of p;ra.vity along the negative y axis, and 
b1 and b2 arc vir;eosity cod£cients that accom1t for friction at each joint. Though viscosity 
may be a func:t.ion of position, velocity, and joint ~;tiihwss, in this study it is assumed to be 
constant.. The product of viscosity ancl angular velocity is important in achieving; ~;ta.bility 
of the limb. We used typical c~;tirnatc~s of scp;rncnt masses (m,) and scgrncnt.lcngthc; (!,)and 
inertial cha.ra.ctcri~;tics from anthropometric data (see Table 4) of Zat~;irosky and Sduya.nov 
(HJ83) and Karst and Hasan (1001). 
In our sinmlat.ions, the c;houlclcr and the elbow arc restricted to one rotational degree of 
frc~edorn (Hexion-cxt.cnoion). The n1m;dcs whose actions arc modeled in thcoc sinmlations 
arc listed in Table 5 and depicted in Figure :3: Por;tcrior Deltoid (PDEL), Pcetorali:; IVIajor 
(PEC), I3iecps (I3IC), arHl Triceps (TRI). To eornput.e muscle lenp;ths, we assumed rotary 
joints aii"<~et.ccl by two opponent nmsdes (i.e., agonist and antagonist.), each of whic.h is 
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Pararneter Value 
···-
11/.j 1.97 kg 
·-·· 
II 1.3 X 10 2 kg rn.2 
ll = 1,, 36.0 ern. 
11/.z 1.64 kg 
2 ···-·"-h 2.7 X 10 kq rn 2 
. 
12 47.0 em 
.. 
1,] = ll /2 18.0 em. 
·-·-
1,2 = 12/2 23.5 em 
h, h .3 Nrn.s}rad 
~-- "·---~ 
I, = IJ/2 18.0 em. 
·---·-
b 1 ern. 
_,, 
··-
Table 4: Anthropometric parmnetcr values for the upper lirnb. 
Muscle .. Origin Insertio~;·· Type 
Biecps-lolli\_TJcacl, BIC ·glenoid fo_s_._,·;_1_""·····--·+_n
7
tc_h_._l_w ___ ·_ ·- '"7b""i,'-·u'-·t7ic-:r""rl_a_r_ 
Triceps-lateral head, TRY' .. fo:;sa of scapula ulna biarticular 
-cl-a-vi(:!!!c humerus monoarti.c1iTai=-Pectoralis ma.jor, PEC 
Deltoid-posterior, PDEL scapula hmncrus monoartit11lar 
_ _L_.O......-
Table 5: Upper arm mw;elcs. 
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inserted in the moving :;egmcnt distal to the axis of rotation. The distance frorn rnusc:lc 
origin to the axis of rotation was given by l;, j = e, .s, (sec Table 1) and the midpoint of 
the joint's 180" excursion wa:; :;tipnla.tcd to be at joint angle (·) = 0" and iJi = 0" for the 
:;honl<lcr and elbow, respectively. Origin .. to-insertion nmsdc lengths arc a function of angle 
(c) for the ;oinglc .. joint. mu:;elcs, but arc functions of (·) and <]i for hi-artieular mu;-;cks. It is 
assumed that the clist.ancc, 1,-;, i •= 1, 2, to the center of nmss of each sc,gmcut link equals 
half of the length of the line joining the two cuds of the link. 
The PEC and PDEL muscles arc single-joint muscles, and their length at a given 
rotation can he computed as follows: 
where Lpd is the length of the PDEL nmselc, 11 is the distance from the ela.vidc/sc:apnla. to 
the shoulder joint, a =c 10 em. is the insertion distance from the proximal (shoulder) joint, 
and (;-) is the angle of rotation centered at (·) = 0" (see Fignrc 3). For the PEC nmsdc, 
(49) 
Moment .. arms were assumed to be constant ovc'r the whole range of limb movements aud 
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their values were £-ixed at UL Alexander ( 1981) has noted that the angle of pennation ·· 
nmnely, the angle at which the musele £-ibcrs pull with maximum force is approximately 
a constant between 0.87-1.0, which is why the moment arm can be considered conotant. 
In the case of the BIC and TRI, the muscle~> cross two joint~>; therefore, the shortening of 
these muscles is affected by both the elbow joint angle and the shoulder joint angle. We 
can approximate the length of these rrm~>cles as follows (see Figure 3). In the case of Till, 
(50) 
where a,= 15 ern. is the muoele insertion distance from the elbow joint, b = 1 em. is the 
muode origin distance from the shoulder joint, 12 is the humerus length, ('-) is the angle of 
rotation of the humerus segment with respect to the vertical, and <I' is the rotation angle 
of the forearm with respect to the lmmerus. In the case of the BIC muscle, 
(51) 
Note that the lengths of BIC and TIU can not be related simply to angle <I' of the 
elbow joint. The muscle lengths for biarticulated muscles depend on both the elbow angle 
ancl the shoulder angle. 
3 Results 
In thi:; :;ection we present three sets of results. Fir:;t, we :;how how adaptive weights evolve 
in cerebellar cortex when the simulated limb is exercised by a long :;cries of attempted 
movements. \Ve show that weight evolution converged and was such as to establish a 
reciprocal pattern of function at this level of the :;ystem. Thus thf) learning rule is both 
stable and capable of pruning an initial connectivity to increase efficiency. Second, we show 
that model NIP /R.N aetivity after learning exhibits phasic bnr:;ting, with burst amplitude 
a function of desired movcrncnt rate. This result corresponds to ob:;erva.tions of cells in the 
NIP and the magnoccllular portion of the RN, which gives rise to the rubro-spinal projec·· 
tion (e.g., Gibson ct aJ, 198G; lVIartin and GhcY,, 1991). We also show tha.t both a.spcct:; of 
the dual projection from TIN to the spinal cord arc important. In partienlar, the inhibition 
of R.enshaw cells transiently enhances the gain of the :;trctdt reflex (Hena.tsdr et al., 1986; 
Hultborn, Linclstrum, and \Vigstrom, 1979) and prevents premature truncation of alpha 
l'viN bursts needed to launch and brake rapid movements. Third, we show that the rnoclcl 
learns to substantially improve the execution of a two-joint rnovcmcnt by compcnoating 
for rncelranical interactions between the two moving scgnrcnts. Because this improvcrncmt 
is rncasurcd relative to a dcccrebdlate version of the model, which ladwd both the model 
cerebellum and its output to spinal circuits via the rnbro-spirml pathway, the improvement 
is direetly attributable to tlw adaptive ecrebcllo-rnbro-spinal system. 
Learning and emergence of reciprocal patterning in cerebellar cortex 
A major feature of the cerebellar cortex is the a:;ymmetry hetwc'en tlw impressive fan 
out of signals carried by rnossy and parallel £-ibers to widely distributed Purkinjc cells and 
the rcstrietccl distribution of :;ignalo carried by climbing £-ibcrs to bonnded set:; of Purkinje 
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Figme 4: Opponent c:crcbdlar connectivity before (A) and after (B) learning. All the 
synaptic: weights between parallc.l filw.rs and Purkinjc eells were initially set to 1. Dming 
learning, weights in signal pathways Z22 and Z 11 shown in (A) arc climini:;hcd through par-
allel Hbcr to climbing fiber long·tenn depression resulting in the eonnec:t;ivity shown in (B). 
(C) Model simulations with cerebellar fccclforward learning. (Top) Hanel om gain :;chcclulc 
for the GO signal rnuHiplicr clming ann rnovcrncnt involving eydic 25 degree Hexion ancl 
extension; the GO schedule was randomized over 500 trials (uniform clistribut;ion between 
1 and 20) to vary the movement :;pcecL (iVIiclcllc) Learning at. parallel fibcr-Pmkinje cell 
synap:oes is stable and approaches a. steady state after about 400 movement trials; (Bot-
torn) .Joint position (C-)) and velocity (f)) traces during the last five rnovenrcnt trials. The 
joint velocity (~) trac:e shows that the system is able to clynamic:ally track the desired joint 
velocity 8 d. 
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cells within parasagittalmierozoncs (Ito, 1984). Thir; is mimicked in the model by the 
distribution of der;ircd velocity signals, via the mossy-granule-parallel fiber pathway, to all 
Purbnjc cells in the model, combined with distribution of each dim bing fiber to only one 
Purkinje cell associated with a single NIP /R.N zone and its target nmsclc; namely, that 
musc:le whose stretch receptors project to the olivary zone giving rise to that c:limbing fiber. 
A firot question to ask is whether the rcstrictccl CF distribution leads to ~>elective 
disinhibition of only that NIP /TIN site which also receives the desired veloeity input ancl 
whose projection to spinal cord can help activate the musc:le whor;c contraction is desired. 
Figure 4 schematizcs the network before (panel A) and after (panel B) the learning that 
occurred dming a series of single joint flexions and extensions pcrfonned by the three 
component model. Figure 4C :shows that the weight change is initially fast, but becomes 
asymptotic over this series of learning trials. After learning, the parallel fiber projection 
of the velocity signal G[VJ]+ command in (35) to p1 in (32) has been functionally deleted 
from the network by LTD, but the projection to p2 remains. As a result, G[Vj]+ onset. 
acts at the NIP stage to excite n 1 and in the cerebellar cortex to inhibit J! 1• The latter 
effect is achieved because G[Vj ]+ excitation of p 1 has been rernoved whereas the parallel 
fiber projection of G[Vj ]+ continuer; to excite two sources of inhibition to p1, narnely 1! 1 
in (33) and p2 in (32). Such unoppor;cd inhibition of p1 leads it to pause, which opens 
the gate for passage of part of the G[VJ]+ command through the NIP stage. A recent 
report on ada.ptive timing in cerebellum (Fiala ei rd., Hl96) propor;cd an additional :;oun·e 
of Purkinjc cell pausing that may complement those simulated here. 
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Figure 5: Parametric analysis of the NIP response to movement of difFerent speed:;. (LEFT) 
Response of the agonist NIP cell; and (RIGHT) antagonist NIP pool. Condition A c.or-
rcoponds to the faster movement, and condition D corresponds to the :;lower movement. 
Two intermediate condition~> (B) and (C) are also pre:,;entecl. The input were the desired 
velocity vector ( G[V]+) signal from the VITE circuit. 
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Figure 6: VITE-FLETE-CEREI3ELLUJVI rnoclel ;;imulations for (A) dc,ccrebcllate network, 
(I3) intac:t system, (C) misoing inhibitory projeet.ions from NIP /RN to Renshaw c:clls anrl 
(D) missing excitatory projcetions from NIP /RN to o:-MN. Key:;: trace a rcpreocnts the 
joint trajectory, b represents the joint velocity, and c represents the desired velocity com-
mand. 
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Biphasic burst activity of deep nuclear cells and effects oft he dual projection 
from RN to spinal circuits 
An important benchmark for a cerebellar model i~; data collected in recent dceaclcc; on 
phasic activities of eells in the NIP and in its primary projeetion target, the magnoccllular 
zone of the RN, In many studies, phasic: activity increments in RN have appeared only 
in eells associated with the agonist muselc (Gibson, et nl,, 1985; Martin and Ghez, 1991) 
and the extended durations of these ln.mots have led some to interpret the RN signal as a 
vcloeity eommancL In our simulations as well, shown in Figure 5, medium and low speed 
movements produced agonist channel bursts whose duration was similar to that of the 
entire movement, hence might he interpreted as vcloei ty eormnands (if one were to ignore 
the aetna! structure of the model). However, when the speed of desired movement was 
inereased, the agonist channel burst at the NIP /RN was significantly shortened, and there 
emerged a following burst in the antagonist ehanrwl of the NIP /RN. This bmc;ting pattern 
was more reminisecnt of the nmlti-phasie burst pattern that ic; observed at the. level of 
the EJVIG during rapid joint rotations, in which a large braking hurst. in the antagonist 
becomes nceesc;ary to prevent limb inertia from causinp; a large overshoot. relative to the 
. . 
intended endpoint of the movement (Lcc;tiennc, 1979). 
Tlw crncrgcnce of a braking burst in the model RN is not :;nrprising c;ince the role of 
the cerebellum in the eurrent model is to help generate the torcpres needed to achieve the 
desired velocity and pooition. That is, its role is to cornpute solutionc; to inverse clynamic:s 
problems. The rnodcl thus predicts that if R.N activity is examined appropriately during 
rapid praetieccl movements, the uniphasie pattern reportc:cl in 1nany prior experiments 
should be replaced with a bi-phasic pattern clic;trilmtecl across two ~;ubpopulatiom. 
The modc:l aloo darifie:o the functional ~;ignific:anee of the dna! projcetion from HN to 
the spinal circuits. In earlier work, it was proposed (Akay,awa and Kato, 1990; Bullock and 
Grossbe:rg, Hl89) that one role of the Renshaw cells is to make the response of the alpha 
IviN pool to exeitatory inputs more linear. In the case of au excitatory co-contractive signal 
~;cnt to both opponent alpha i\IIN pool:o, such a linearizing df'cet hdps ensme independent 
control of joint angle and joint stiffneos. Such independence is quite important in postural 
control, when an animal may want to otiffen a joint without changing the diiferencc between 
the force's acting ac:ross the joint. 
lVIovcnwnt, however, often requircc; rapid sequencing through la.rgc diiferenccs in the 
force:; acting aeros:; the joint. Rapid rises of force toward tire maximal voluntary force level 
arc impossible unless Renshaw inhibition i:; c:mt.ailcd during the rise tinrc. Because~ one leg 
of the dual descending projeetion from the HN inhibit:; R.ensha.w cells, the cerebellum is 
capable of t.ransiemt.ly ohifting the alpha l\!IN pools out. of the near·· linear regime created by 
Renshaw feedback ancl into the nonlinear regime 1nacle possible by the size principle of alpha 
lviN recruitment. Figure G depiets the tracking capabilities of fonr networks corresponding 
to the entire circuit. of Figmc 2 or various :mbsct:o thereof. In all c:ascs, the sarne desired 
trajectory was generated, for a flexion movement that started from an initially extended 
joint. position. The clcsirccl velocity profile appears in each panel as dot.tecl trace c:, whereas 
tire reali%ecl vcloc:ity appears as trace a and realized position as t.rac:e b. Figure GA shows 
the dcc:ercbellate case, where the dynamic:;; of the movement arc poor compared to the 
ideal velocity profile. The movement develops slowly and the reaction time is prolonged 
as c;een from the cliffcrenc:e between t.hc onsets of desired and ac:tnal joint velocities. The 
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joint vcloc:ity has a long right taiL and the rise time is slow. 
When only the RN pro jt:c:tions to Renshaw cells are eliminated (Fig nrc 6C), the sys-
tem shows end-point oscillations that arc abnormally prolonged. Cutting the NIP /RN 
projection to the Renshaw cells removed input related to the phasic and the tonic: baseline 
components of NIP /RN discharge. A c;ide efFect is that the equilibrimn values of the sys-
tem arc rnodified, because the Renshaw eells do not reeeive the inhibitory tonic baseline 
activity from the NIP /RN cells. When only the RN projeetions to the alpha l\IIN pools 
are eliminated frorn the system (Figure 6D ), the joint initially undershoots the equilibriurn 
position and oscillates around the end-point. This persistent trcrnor is ;;imila.r to that seen 
in cerebellar patients. Without RN inhibition of Renshaw cells, the alpha MN burst and 
consequent force development are truncated prior to reaching the levels needed for the 
dcsireclrnoverncnt rate. 
The effects of specific simulated lesions in the NIP /RN projections to the spinal eirenit, 
corresponding to the lower panels of Figure 6, were analyzed in tcnnr; of a1pha-i\!IN aetivity 
and spindle feedback for the network without a NIP /RN to Renshaw projection (Figure~; 
SA, D) and the network without a NIP jR.N to a1pha-MN pool projection (Figures SC, D). 
Doth alpha-MN aetivity and spindle fecdbaek reflect the or;cillatory behavior caused by the 
ecrebellar lesiom. Figure SA shows that. the agonist. burst. is stronger than the antagonist., 
but there is coaetiva.tion of both musc:les. A comparison of Figures SD and 7D indieatc~; 
that this eoaetivation results in part from an abnorrnally large eollapsc of <1gonist spindle 
fccdlmek, which releases the antagonist alpha.-MN pool from IaiN-mcdiat.ecl inhibition. 
The eolla.psc of the agonist. topinclle feedback is in turn due to totrong agcmist R.cnshaw 
inhibition of the agoni:;t gamma MN pool. Thus, the NIP /RN to Henshaw projeetion 
normally prevent:; TI.cnshaw cells from inhibiting gamma iVINs ancl thereby disrupting the 
IaiN nwcliatul pattern of rec.iprocal aetivation of agonist:; and antagoniots. Another source 
of coactivation is the agonist TI.en~;hmv inhibition of the antagonist Rcn:;lmw pool, whieh 
clisinhibit.o the anta.goni~;t MN pool. 
Figure SC ;;how~; that the sinmlatecl lesion of the NIP /RN to alpha-!viN projection 
!eel to au abnormally srna11 alpha··MN launching bur;;t. (compare with Figure 7C) ancl 
to mud1 less coaetivation than in the ease of the NIP jHN to Henshaw lesion. In fact 
the cldayccl antagoniiil. braking burst is nearly nonnal. This ic; because the surviving 
NIP /RN to Renshaw projection disinhibits the antagoni~;t lVIN pool at the tir.nc when the 
antagonist. spindle feedback :;ignal is growing ancl the Ialn mcdiatccl inhibition is at a 
minimum because of collapse of agonist ;;pinclle activity. Thus there is a large tranc;ient 
enhancement of the gain of the antagonic;t c;t.rcteh reflex. These dfects combine to procluec 
the initial undershoot observed in Figure 6D. 
Equilibria of the 2D planar arm 
To illustrate the cerebellar opponent learning capabilities using a 2D planar ann with 
nrono- ancl bi-artieulnr muselcfi, we used two independent single-joint VITE-FLETE syS·· 
term (Dulloek, Contrcras-Vicla1, and Grossberg, Hl93a; 1993b). Each FLETE :;ystcm gen-
erates the rnusdc forces needed t.o rnove its corresponding ann segment (e.g., shoulder or 
elbow joint) by contraeting the appropriate musdes aecorcling to the planned movement. 
The biornechanic;; of the 2D planar arm incluclccl the full dynamic equations dcseribed 
earlier (Equations ( 40) and ( 41 )), cxeept that. the gravitational cffeetii were ne,u;lcetcd by 
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Figme 7: This figure depicts key variables frorn flexor and extensor drannds for the intact 
network simulation of Figure G. Figure 7A ;;how;; the net input to the alpha. .. MN pools. 
This input is c:omposecl of phasic:, bmst-like NIP /TIN output signab :mperimposccl on ramp-
like opponent outputs from the PPV stage of the CPG. The simulated EMG activity in 
Figure 7C shows a hi .. phasic: patterning of nrusdc activity (AG followed by an ANT bmst ), 
while the simulated mu:>dc force:; in Figure 7B represent a tri-phasic: pattern (large AG, 
ANT, small second AG). The reciprocal :;pinclle fceclbac:k activitie:; are :;hown in Figure 7D. 
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Figure 8: VITE-FLETE-CEI\.EBELLU!vi model :;imnlations showing cr-!'dN activity and 
:;pinclle fecxlbaek when the projection from NIP /TIN to I\.en:;ha.w cells is eliminated (A & 
B), and when the NIP/ RN to n-MN projection is damaged ( C & D), in the sirnnlation:; 
of Figure 6. Both simulated le:;ions produce end-point oscillations, but the latter le;;ion i:; 
more clarna.ging. 
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assuming a pure horiy,ontal movement; i.e., g = 0 in ( 46) and ( 47). Figure 9 depicts the 
steady-state response of the planar limb controlled by a clccercbellate mult.ijoint VITE-
FLETE systcrn . .Joint angles for the shoulder and dhow as a function of the difFerence 
between the descending PPV commands, that is A1 - A2 (sec Figure 2 and equation:; (9) 
and (10)), are shown for each joint. 
In the absence of cxt.crnalloa.cb, the difference A1 - A2 would specify a unique cquilibri-
mn joint angle in a one-joint FLETE system. Because we here have a coupled system, each 
set of plots represents joint angle for a. given joint (e.g., shoulder or elbow) versus ih- A2 
while the other joint received constant input.. Positive values of A1 - A2 mea.n joint flexion, 
ancl negative values mean joint extension. Simulations arc shown for a system with ancl 
without joint afferent feedback from the shoulder joint to the elbow motoncurons. Panel A 
depicts the steady state behavior of the shoulder joint angle to the difference !11 - ih when 
the elbow joint received constant input ( A1 - A 2 = ().08). The simulation shows that the 
shoulder angle is approximately a. linear function of the difference A 1 - A2 , but the elbow 
angk rotates (in the extension direction) as the shoulder rnove;; acro;os the workspace. The 
rotation of the elbow joint io increased for higher eoactivation values (e.g., the efFect. is 
greater for a co-contraet.ion value, in (9) and (10) of P = 0.4 than for P = 0.3). This 
is understandable because the elbow muscles arc bi-articular mu;oeles and clcpcncl on the 
;ohonlder angle. Furthermore, during shoulder flexion, the BIC mu;odc is unloaded and 
an imbalance is produced in favor of the a.ntagoni;;t TIU muscle resulting in the elbow 
extension. Thus, t.lwre was a. partial breakdown of the basic FLETE property that the 
joint angle associated with any choice of A 1 ---- A2 remains invariant across ehangcs of joint 
:;tiffness clue to varying the eoac:tivation signal P in (9), (10), (14), (1G), (22), ancl (25). 
To compensate, fecxlhaek signals ( 30) ancl ( 31) from the :-;houlcler joint receptors act on the 
elbow motoneuron poolo . .Joint receptors re:;pond to incrc:ased Hexion of the shoulder joint 
by projecting to the flexor n:-NIN pool for the dhow, therefore increasing elbow Hexion. 
Bccau;;c this feedback is position-dependent and monotonic, the outcome is elbow ;otabi-
liY-ation. Thio is shown in Panel A of Figure 9. In particular, the addition of joint recc:pt.or 
feedback allows the elbow angle to rcrnain constant for a givc~n choice of A 1 --- /b over tlw 
full range of shoulder angles. Panel B illustrates that the compensation suffices across the 
workspace. 
Performance of cerebellate and decerebellate versions of the model in 
the control of a two-joint arm movement 
This section shows how cerebellar learning in an opponent motor controller can aclap-
tivcly discover and form mu;;cle ;oynergies in the case of multi--joint. ann movements. For a 
two-joint arm rnovecl by both mono- and bi-articular musdes, the feedback learning process 
can be summariY-ed as shown in Figme 10. Planar reaching proclucccl by t.lw interplay of 
two pairs of agonist nmselcs admits four cases as tabulated in Figure :lOA. Let us assume 
that the stretch signals generated during two--joint arm moverncnt:-; in the horiwntal plane 
follow a norHJvc.rlapping (alternating, albeit with some clc.grcc of coa.et.iva.tion), discrete 
AG-ANT pattern as shown in Figure lOA. Panel B shows a rcprc':;entation of the network 
sy:-;t.crn before learning, Panel C during learning, and Panel D after learning. The rows of 
panel B correspond to di:ot.inct parallel fibcro, carrying error information for each nmsdc 
channel. Each parallel fiber projeets ncmspeci{ically to all the Pnrkinje cells (P1 through 
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Figure 9: (A) Steady :;tate rc:;ponse of the planar two joint limb with and without feedback 
joint compen:;ation. \Vithout joint fcecllmck, at coactivation settings of either P=A or 
P=.3, elbow angle changes as shoulder angle change:; despite constant :;cttings of desired 
elbow angle eommands. :Joint receptor fccdlmck from shoulder joint to elbow joint allows 
elbow joint angle to remain constant over tlw full range of shoulder angles if the dc:;ccnding 
position command for elbow i:; hclcl constant. This simulation with hypothesized joint 
receptor feedback used a eoaetivation value in Equation 9 of P=OA. (B) The linearity 
is preserved aeross the work space. In these :;imulations, the input to the FLETE elbow 
system was constant during three different input settings corresponding to three regions 
covering the workspace of the planar arm (A1 ···- fb = .08, 0, and -.08). The input to the 
FLETE system controlling the shoulder joint was varied from -0.08 to 0.08. 
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1[~>i!1 -- : -_.-/! lL...:J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GrC2 1 1 1 GrC2 11} 1! GrC2 1 1 GrC2 
17;11 1~--~ 1 ~---~·--' GrC3 GrC3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 GrC3 0 1 0 0 0 GrC3 1 1 >f.::-.:~-'; 
1 [1~~~1 r'''F7) i-1/·(f(1 GrC4 0 0 0 1 0 GrC4 1 ~-/! GrC4 1 1 GrC4 0 1 , 1c 1 
/. '"' ~ .. - ... , ... _, )/,,;_;_:__~ 
P1 P2 P3 P4 P1 P2 P3 P4 P1 P2 P3 P4 P1 P2 P3 P4 
(D) C1 C2 C3 C4 
GrC1 0 0 0 
GrC2 0 0 0 
GrC3 0 0 0 
GrC4 0 0 0 
P1 P2 P3 P4 
Figure 10: Map representation of the ccrchcllar connectivity before, and after learning_ 
(A) Four possible ease:-; depicting alternating pattern of EiVIG activation during planar, 
horizontal, pointing n1overncnts; (B) Ildorc learning, all the synaptic P F -> Purkinj c 
eomwctions arc strong ( c,g., :;ct equal to one); (C) LTD-based cerebellar learning; (D) 
Synaptic matrix after learning_ 
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P4) and cerebellar interneurons (not ;;hown). Initially, the strength of the parallel fiber to 
Purkinje cell conneetions arc set to one (Panel B). Activity in parallel fibers and dimbing 
fibers arc represented by a box enclosing the activated cells. Each column rcprcocnting a 
given Purkinje cell may receive specific activation from its dimbing fiber (Cl through C4). 
A eo-occurrence of parallel fiber ancl dimbing fiber aetivation is indicated in Panel C by 
shading the matrix cell corresponding to the Purkinje a.xo-dcndritic zone where the:;c two 
signals could converge. In :;ummary, each Purkinje cell can receive parallel fiber inputs 
from all granule cells, and c:limbing fiber inputs only from the unique inferior olive afFerent 
innervating it. 
Panel C c;how;; the pattern of activations elicited by conjunctive stinmlation of parallel 
and climbing fiber signal:; for each ease shown in Panel A. In case 1, parallel fiber (PF) 
signals from P F 1.i ancl P F:J:i arrive at all Purkinje cells as shown by the boxes enclosing 
them. Climbing fiber discharges signaling rnotor error::; in channels Cl and C3 also arrive in 
dose temporal ancl spatial relationship with those parallel fiber ::;ignals. This would produce 
LTD of the synapses P F 1.i to PL PF:li to Pl, P Fu to P3, and P F:;i to P3. After enough 
trials, cneompas:;ing fill combinations in panel A, the resulting pattern of connectivity will 
be like that shown in Panel D. In particular, only the weight from the PF projeeting to the 
opponent PC of the same joint will survive r;rD. The resulting connectivity rnatrix shown 
in Panel D can produce the following two outcornes: a) a single joint stn:teh (e.g., clue to a 
external load) elicits reeiproea1 eountcraetion in the segment of origin as well as stifFening 
of the adjacent segment; and b) a two-joint stretch elicits two-joint counteraction. 
Figure 11: State space rcpn'sentation of the shoulder and elbow pos1t1on and vcloeity 
tracking for both intact and dcccrebcllatc two--joint model :;imulation:;. Three variables 
arc shown: The plots show eurvc:; of joint position error (x-axis) vs. error derivative 
(y-axis) for both shoulder and elbow joints over time. Key: E = (0 -- O<t (shoulder) or 
E = <]) ·- <]id (elbow). Plots A (shoulder) and C (elbow) arc for the intaet system; plots B 
( shonldcr) and D (elbow) eorrcsponcl to the deecrcbcllatc system. 
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Using the connectivity matrix in Figure lOD we were able to study the perfonnanee of 
the tripartite model of Figure 2 with and without the eercbellar component during a rapid 
two-joint movernent. Figure 11 shows the state space trajectories of elbow and shoulder 
joints during two movements made with identical CPG oettings. One movement was made 
with the cerebellar component (after learning trials with the two-joint oystem) and one 
without. The eoordinates for the plotted trajectories are error coordinates: the x-axis is 
joint position error and the y-axis is joint velocity error, with error measured relative to 
the desired trajectory generated by the CPG. A perfect perfonnanc:e would be represented 
by a point at the origin, indicating zero velocity and zero position error throughout the 
trajectory. That neither oyst.em approaehecl perfect perforrnanc:c of the desired trajcetory, 
indicates that the rnodel is not an optimal controller in its present form. This is not 
surprising becanse of the restricted state information available to the r:crcbellum in these 
simulations and because of our omission of the spectral timing component of cerebellar 
learning (Fiala ei al., 1996). However, what is more important in the present r:ontext is 
that for eadr joint the cxr:ursion away from the origin was much larger for the cleeerebellate 
model than for the model with intar:t eerebellum. This is a graphic: illustration of the error-
rcduet.ive c:ompetcnec of the simulated cerebellar embedding. 
Figure 12 shows the simulated kinematics and EMG activities of the 2 joint system 
with and without cerebellar compensation corresponding to the state space trajeetorics 
shown in Figure 11. The decercbellate system was simulated by eliminating the DV*G 
connnands to the cerebellar r:ireuitry, but maintaining the tonic: excitation to both Purkinjc 
and NIP cells, so that the tonic influenr:e of the NIP /RN eells upon spinal cord cireuitry 
was intact, ancl only the phasic c:omponcmt was disrupted. The movement comprised a 65 
degrees shoulder extension and a, 34 degree elbow extension. For this simulation, all the 
circuitry from Figure 2 was replicated to control two sets of opponent nmsdes, one mono·· 
particular (P DEL, PEC), the other bi-articular (TIU, BIC). Biomec:hanic:al equations were 
also modified appropriately, as noted above. Heteronymous joint receptor feed1mck, from 
the shoulder to elbow motoneurons, was also added to help compensate for static shoulder 
joint effects at the elbow. The decerebcllatc simulation shows smaller amplitucle muscle 
act.iYations and more slnggislr limb response than in the intact ;;ystcm. 
In Figures G throngh 8, it was shown through :;irnulations of the one joint ca:;e that 
interpositnc; lesionc; clegraclecl the ability of the ncurornu:;cular control c;ystcm to track 
the desired velocity of the movement, resulting in increased onset latency, rise tirnc and 
settlir\e; tirnc. In this section, we illustrate through simulations the c.ffect of damage to the 
cerebellar cortex in the 2D :;ystem. 
Figure 13 shows the dfcct of a eercbcllar lesion on the perfonnance of a nmlti-joint 
limb flexion. Thic; sinmlation was perfonnecl by removing Purkinje cell inhibition from the 
NIP rnodcl cells shown in Figures 1 and 2. The effect of this simulated lesion was to take 
out the cerebellar processing except the clirect projcctiono ( eollatcrals) from mossy fibers 
to NIP cells. This implies that the NIP cells would be clisinhibitcd because of the rcrnoval 
of tonic and phasic Purkinje eell inhibition. In these simulations, it was assumccl that 
the rnatrix of c·crebellar connectivity was already learned (sec Figure lOD); in addition, 
climbing fibers were not sent to the intcrposit.us neurons. Therefore, these simulations 
addre;;s the role of the mossy fiber projection to the NIP cells alone. 
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DECEREBELLATE INTACT 
::~p 
0 20 t 0 20 t 
Fignrc 12: Simulation:; of the 2-D planar ann uoing two VITE-FLETE-CER.EBELLUJV! 
model systems coupled through joint receptors and the bio-mechanics of the arm. Rows 
l, 2, 5, and G show dynamics of motoneuron activations associated with 4 muscles. Rows 
3 ancl4 show shoulder and elbow kinematics. Keys: PEC, pectoralis rn.; P.DEL, posterior 
deltoid m.; BIC, biceps m.; TIU., tricepo m.; (0, shoulder joint position;(~)_, shoulder joint 
velocity; (:-),, elbow joint position; (:-),, elbow joint velocity. 
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Figure 13: Simulation of the dynamics of the 2D planar VITE-FLETE-CETI.EI3ELLUM 
system for (A) the intact system and (B) when the cerebellar cortex is clamagccl (e.g. 
Pnrkinjc cells no longer inhibit NIP cell;;). Plots :;how simulated joint position ancl velocity 
for shoulder (0), (',)) aml elbow (0), (',)) joints, clS well as :;imulated n motoncmon activities. 
The Purkinjc cell output lesion rcmoveii phaiiiC cerebellar di;;inhibition of NIP cells, while 
also tonically cli:;inhibiting them. This results in higher peak values, reclncecl range;;, and 
higher baseline level:; of ct-MN activity, as well as eoac:tivation of antagonist nluiidcs. 
The trajectories for the Purkinjc-lcsionccl system show clccreasccl rise times ancl inc:rcasccl 
settling times. 
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The plots of joint position and velocity of Figure 13B :-;how that the movement evolves 
slower compared to the intaet system simulation shown in panel A. The u-MN aetivities 
show a higher baseline of activitieo which is eorrclatecl with the higher level of tonic NIP 
output (Figure 14) resulting from removal of Purkinje cell inhibition. Note also that the 
antagonist motoneuron pool is not inhibited during the early part of the movement and 
that the antagonist braking bursts arc smaller in amplitude. Figure 14 shows that in the 
NIP only an agonist bur;;t i;o generated, albeit of different dmation, due to the corollary 
discharge from moc;sy fibers from the agonist channel. However, the amplitude of the 
agonist NIP response i;o reduced in amplitude after the cerebellar eortcx lesion. 
These simulations suggest that the cerebellar cortex plays an important role in modu-
lating interpositus Imclcar cell discharge, so as to facilitate the initiation and performance 
of limb movements. In smnmary, a simulated lesion in the rnoclcl's cerebellar cortex, with·· 
out damaging the deep nuclei shows that although motor performance is degraclccl, arm 
movement~; are still perfonnet!, albeit with a slower tirnc course and impaired regularity 
or smoothness. 
NIP discharge 
-
a 
200.00 'h 
150.00 
100.00 
5Cl.OO 
·0.00 .. 
-50.00 
-100.00 
40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 
Figure 14: Interpo:oitu;; nuc:lci eel! diselmrge for the agonist am! antagonic;t channels be"" 
fore ( a:a.gonist, b:ant.agonist) Purkinje cell lesion; and after Purkinjc eel! lesion ( e:agonist, 
cl:antagonist). After tire Purkinjc cell lesion, the baseline of activity of NIP cells increases 
clue to Purkinjc c:ell disinhibition, the duration of the agonist NIP burot i:o shorter, and no 
antagonist. burst is generated in the other NIP pool. 
4 Conclusions 
An adaptive, c:ontcxt.-clependcnt, preemptive error rccluc:tion mechanitom has been proposed 
to model cerebellar control of clcsc:encling motor commands and tuning of proprioceptive rc-
flcxco during multijoint. rnovements. Specifically, the ecrcbcllar model uses muscle-specific: 
cliscrctc error signals from the inferior olive and nonspecific: parallel fiber signals from 
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granule cells to learn weight distributions that inrprove inverse dynamic computations on 
a trial-by-trial basis. 
It is hypothesized that LTD of parallel f1bcr- Purkinje eel! synap:-;es, induced by conjunc-
tive stirnulation of parallel f1ber and climbing f1ber, and LTP of parallel f1bcr-Purkinjc cell 
synapses, induced by repetitive stimulation of parallel fibers alone, can lead to the discov-
ery of opponent nmsde synergies by ecrebclla,r circuitry, which enables eff-icient opponent 
multi-joint musc:lc controL It is shown Umt the only requirement for opponent cerebellar 
control is the spceif1c.ity of c:limbing f1ber projeetions frorn the inferior olive to both the 
cerebellar cortex ancl clecp nuclear zones that project back through the rubral-spinal tract 
to control the c;arnc muscles that provide afferent inputs to speeif1e inferior olivary zones. 
Thus the moclcl incorporates findings indieating that topographical order is maintained 
through circuits that traverse the olive and associated deep nuc:lcar zones, and shows that 
this design produces adaptive results when cxtcnclecl to include appropriate somatosensory 
feedback, in this case from stretch receptoro. 
Large-seale simulations of the cerebellar model in interaction with an arm movement 
cortical central pattern generator and a spinal f(JrC:e c:ontroller ohow that: (1) mossy fiber 
conduction of movement velocity commands from the CPG to both the ecrcbellar cortex 
and associated nuc:lcus NIP /RN leads to generation of phasic nuclear cell re;;ponses whose 
feeclforward action can greatly improve upon spinal feedback control of tracking, inducling 
reduet.ion of oscillations; and (2) phasic NIP /RN excitation of motonenrons, coupled with 
phasic inhibition of the Rcn;ohaw cello assoeiatccl with those rnotoncurons, yields better 
tracking than either operation alone. These result;; help explain the need for the dual 
spinal level action of rnhral stimulation that was discovered by Henatsdr et al., (1986). 
Other influences of the cerebellar-rubral pathway in spinal circuitry 
Besides reports of direct. monosynaptic rnbro-motoncuroual connection;; to the eat's 
forelimb motonenrons, pa.rticularly in the C8-T1 segments (Fuji to, Imani and Aoki, 1991 ), 
and differential effects of stimulation of the eat's red nucleus on lunrbar alpha motonen-
rons and their Renshaw cells (Henatsdr et aJ, 1986), Hongo, Jankowska and Lundberg 
( 1972b) !rave shown that stimulation of the wei nucleus pro(luees monosynaptic excitatory 
effetts on eclls monosynaptically aet.ivatc(l, or clisynapt.ically inhibited, from group I nms-
de affcrents and in cells di-- or polysynaptically activated from the flexor rd-lcx a.iferent.s or 
exclusively from entancous aifercntc;. Hongo ci nl., (Hl72n.) clcmon;;trated that stimulation 
of the RN evokes a large dorsal root potential followecl by pronounced prirnary affn-ent 
depolarizations in Ib and low threshold cutaneous atkrent.s, and a, dual dh~c.t. on Ia. affer-
ent terminals. These nrono-synaptic dfeeto on Ia aifcrents or IaiNs could contribute to 
the cerebellar tuning of propriocq1tive reflexes and other control loops through ehangeo in 
the organization, gain and timing of these ref-lexes. These d-Fects may be explained using 
modest extensions to tlw model proposed in Fignre 2, through a more complete analysis of 
how NIP /HN outputs to spinal cord affect. the proecsoing of sensory fecdlmck during ann 
movement controL 
Comparison with other cerebellar models 
Grosc;bcrg and Kuperstein (1986) clcvclopccl a model of error-based opponent. learn-
ing of adaptive gain control by the cerebellum. This work built on Grossberg's (1960) 
cerebellar model, which suggested that both LTD and LTP occurred at the parallel f1bcr-
Purkinjc cell synapse to learn to control linearly ordered motor components. The early 
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cerebellar rnoclel of iVIarr ( 1969) assumed that only LTP occurred, whereas that of Al-
bus (1971) invoked LTD at parallel fiber :-;ynapses with both Purkinjc and stellate cells 
to allow bi-directional weight changes. Smith (1981) proposcxl how the cerebellar connec-
tivity could allow for agonist-antagonist opponent muscle control. He hypothesized that 
during cocontraction of antagonist muscles, afFerent:-; from each opponent muscle converge 
on cerebellar inhibitory intcrneurons to remove the Purkinjc cell inhibition of the deep 
cerebellar nuclei. Furthermore, Srnith sugge;;tecl that by inhibiting group:-; of deep nuclear 
cells, Purkinjc cells could mediate disfacilitation of rnotoneuron pool;; resulting in antago-
nist muscle relaxation. Recently, Smith (1996) proposed that pairs of Purkinjc cell;;, as in 
our rnodcl and that of Grossberg and Kupcrstein (1986), could usc reciprocal inhibition or 
antagonist coc:ontraetion to control agonist-antagonist muscle groups. These rnoclels arc 
compatible with the idea that the cerebellum is involved in the learning ancl coordination 
of nmsdc synergies (Thach, 1092). i'vioreovcr, these models work under the assumption 
that the command for movernent originates outside the cerebellum, that this command 
provides a reference. for computing error fccclbac.k signals, and that the cerebellar output 
projections to the spinal centers (e.g. the rubrospinal tract) form a side-path with respect 
to the desecnding eortieo-spinal motor pathways (Ito, 1984 ). This is in contrast to models 
that postulate the cerebellum as an adjustable pattern generator (e.g., Honk et nl., 1993) 
responsible for primary trajectory generation. 
Our opponent cerebellar model for ann movement control considerably extends Srnith 's 
(1981, 199G) proposal by demonstrating how an afferent pattern ;;uitablc for regulating co-
contraetion or reciproeal inhibition of antagonist rnuseles ean be c:-;ta.blishccl by learning 
due to the spatiotemporal correlation at Purkinjc of mossy and climbing fiber discharges 
in the same, but not in opposing or unrelated, channels. This cerebellar learning hypothe-
sis places few clermmds on a-priori wiring for control of opponeney in the cerebellum, and 
extends to controlling a large nmnber of muscle;; aeting at S(~veraljoints. As sueh, this com-
petence appears to be beyond what (:an be accomplished by the segmental organizational 
sclrerw: utilized by spinal stretch reflexes una:;:;isted by lcanwcl clescending modulation. 
In f,l.et, the pmposccl cerebellar mode:! allows a generalization of rapid, and in that sense 
reflex-like, control beyond tlw one-joint, two-rnusdc level of orga.nizatio.n (Ilnllock ct o.l., 
1993b; Thach ct o.l., 1992). 
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5 Appendix A: Simulation methods 
All simulations were performed using the dassie TI.ungc-Kut.t.a fourth-order method or the 
Runge-Kutta-Nystrom rnethod (Collatz, 1966). Sirnulations were performed by integrating 
the clynamiea1 system that defines the model described in the Methods section. The 
simulations were started with all the oystcm's variables initially set to 0.0, except for the 
PF-PC connectivity matrix which was set to the identity matrix. 
For a typical single joint VITE-FLETE-CEil..EBELLUM simulation, the following e-
quations were integrated: Equationc; (1)(3) for VITE, Equations (4)(29) for FLETE, and 
Equations (32) (39) for the cerebellar model. The inputs variables were: G0 , Go signal 
multiplier; the target position vector (T1 , T2 ), P the coactivation signal, and the output 
variables were joint pooition ( C7) and velocities ( 0)), muscle forces ( F 1 , F2 ), cr-MN aetivi tics 
(A£1 , M 2 ) and spindle feedback (E1 , E 2 ). 
For the 2D :;imulations, we usee! Equations (1)(3) for each of the two VITE systems 
(one for each limb segment), Equations (4)-(5), (9)(31), and (40)(51) for each FLETE 
system controlling the shoulder and the elbow joints, and Equations (32)--(36), (38) (39) 
for the cerebellar model cxtenclccl to the 2D c:asc using the connectivity matrix clcpietecl 
in Figure 10. As in the single joint simulation, the input variables were: G0 , Go signal 
multiplier; the target position vector (T1, T2) for each VITE; Go signal multiplier common 
to both VITE systems; ancl the output variables were shoulder and elbow joint position 
(C-) and iJi respectively) and shoulder and elbow joint veloc:itic:s (0) and <t respectively), 
muscle forces (Fi,F2), for the shoulclcr and elbow; and u-MN activities (M1 ,M2) for Uw 
shoulder all(! elbow iVIN pools. Note that as the moment arm was set equal to 1.0, the 
shoulder and elbow t.orcp.1e variables in Equations (40)(41) corresponded a,c.:tually to the 
difference between ap;onist and antagonist muscle forces for the shoulder (Equation ( 40)) 
and elbow (Equation ('11)) joints. Also gravity was nep;lec:tecl as the simulations involved 
hori1-ontal planar ann nwvcmcnts. 
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